Abstract

The complexity of modern architectures require compilers to apply an increasingly large collection of architecture-sensitive optimizations, e.g., parallelization and cache optimizations, which interact with each other in unpredictable ways. We present a framework to support fine-grained parameterization of these optimizations and flexible tuning of their configuration space. Instead of directly generating optimized code, we extend an optimizing compiler to output its optimization decisions in POET, a scripting language designed for extensive parameterization of source-to-source program transformations. We then use a transformation-aware (TA) search algorithm to support flexible tuning of the parameterized transformation scripts to achieve portable high performance. We have used our framework to apply 6 highly interactive optimizations, parallelization via OpenMP, cache blocking, array copying, unroll-and-jam, scalar replacement, and loop unrolling, and present results of exploring their combined configuration space.

1. Introduction

Emerging multi-core architectures require a large collection of optimizations, including both thread-level parallelization and memory locality optimizations, for scientific applications to achieve high performance. Iterative compilation [1, 2, 3, 4] can use runtime feedbacks of evaluating differently optimized code to automatically select promising optimization configurations on modern architectures. However, as a single optimized code is generated as output, the optimizations cannot be later reconfigured for a different architecture, and developers have limited control over how a compiler may parameterize or tune the configurations of different optimizations.

We present a framework, shown in Figure 1, to support more extensive parameterization and tuning of architecture-sensitive optimizations. Instead of directly generating optimized code, we extend an optimizing compiler to output its optimization decisions into extensively parameterized program transformations in POET, a scripting language designed for applying source-to-source program transformations. The POET output can then be ported together with an
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void dgemm_test(const int M, const int N, const int K, const double alpha, const double *A, const int lda, const double *B, const int ldb, const double beta, double *C, const int ldc)
{
    int i, j, l;
    for (j = 0; j <= -1 + N; j += 1) /*@ BEGIN(nest1=Nest) @*/
        for (i = 0; i <= -1 + M; i += 1) /*@ BEGIN(nest3=Nest) @*/
            {
                C[j * ldc + i] = beta * C[j * ldc + i];
                for (l = 0; l <= -1 + K; l += 1) /*@ BEGIN(nest2=Nest) @*/
                    C[j * ldc + i] = C[j * ldc + i] + alpha * A[l * lda + i] * B[(j * ldb) + l];
            }
}

Figure 2: Matrix Multiplication code with POET annotations

annotated input program to different machines, where an empirical transformation engine can dynamically interpret the POET scripts with different optimization configurations until satisfactory performance is achieved.

The merit of our overall approach lies in its unique integration of programmable control by developers, automated optimization by compilers, and empirical tuning of the optimization space by search engines. It permits different levels of automation and programmer intervention, from fully-automated tuning to semi-automated optimization to fully programmable control. The auto-generated POET transformations are extensively parameterized so that each optimization can be turned on or off independently for each relevant array or code region, and arbitrary integers can be given as the blocking or unrolling factor for each loop being transformed. The granularity of external control is far beyond those supported by existing iterative compilation frameworks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Independent search engines can be substituted with ease, and developers can easily interfere by modifying the auto-generated POET scripts.

We have used our framework to apply 6 highly interactive optimizations, parallelization via OpenMP, cache blocking, array copying, unroll-and-jam, scalar replacement, and loop unrolling. The configuration parameters of these optimizations form a considerably large, complex, and randomly interacting multi-dimensional space. To study this optimization space, we have developed a transformation-aware (TA) search algorithm based on a number of commonly-adopted compiler heuristics. Our goal is to discover important patterns that compiler optimizations interact with each other and to gain insights in terms of how to significantly reduce empirical search time without sacrificing application performance. Our main contribution includes the following.

- We propose an empirical tuning framework to support extensive parameterization and flexible tuning of architecture-sensitive compiler optimizations.
- We study the configuration space of 6 highly interactive optimizations and present results of using commonly adopted compiler heuristics to explore this space. Our study provides answers to questions such as whether a large and complex configuration space of interacting optimizations can be effectively explored by tuning one optimization at a time, how should various optimizations be ordered within such a search strategy, what heuristics can be used to efficiently explore the configuration space of each optimization, and how sensitive are the various heuristics when facing unpredictable interactions between different optimizations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present an overview of our tuning framework and our transformation-aware search algorithm. Section 4 presents experimental design and results of applying our framework to tune several linear algebra routines. Section 5 and 6 present related work and conclusions.

2. Tuning Infrastructure

Our tuning framework is shown in Figure 1 and includes two main components: the ROSE analysis engine, which we built by extending the ROSE loop optimizer [6] to automatically produce POET scripts as output without affecting how it works otherwise [7], and the POET transformation engine, which includes the POET language interpreter and a configuration search engine. The ROSE analysis engine analyzes the source code of an input program, discovers optimization opportunities, and then produces two optimization output: a slightly modified source code where POET annotations are inserted to tag the code regions to be transformed, and a parameterized POET transformation script which can be invoked to apply a long sequence of program transformations with different optimization configurations. Figure 3 shows the skeleton of a POET script auto-generated by our ROSE optimizer after analyzing the code in Figure 2, which includes POET annotations automatically inserted by the optimizer to tag various code regions.
Cfront.code and then stores the resulting AST to a global variable named line 3 of Figure 3 parses the matrix multiplication code in Figure 2 using C syntax descriptions specified in file parameters can be flexibly reconfigured via command-line options when invoking the POET interpreter. For example, and how to invoke each transformation. Each POET script can be extensively parameterized, where values for the files to parse using which language syntax descriptions, what transformations to apply to the input code after parsing, optimizations for auto-tuning [8]. To optimize an input program, a POET script needs to specify exactly which input 2.1. The Analysis Engine Within our framework, the ROSE optimizing compiler has essentially delegated the actual program transformations to POET, and it only modifies the input code to tag code regions which may be transformed later. Details of how to adapt the ROSE optimizer to ensure both correctness and safety of the auto-generated POET scripts is presented in [7] and beyond the scope of this paper. The auto-generated POET script can be modified by a developer if necessary to change the ordering of transformations or to integrate additional domain-specific optimizations. The final script together with the tagged input source code can then be ported to a variety of different machines and empirically tuned. 2.2. The POET Language POET is an interpreted program transformation language designed for parameterizing general-purpose compiler optimizations for auto-tuning [8]. To optimize an input program, a POET script needs to specify exactly which input files to parse using which language syntax descriptions, what transformations to apply to the input code after parsing, and how to invoke each transformation. Each POET script can be extensively parameterized, where values for the parameters can be flexibly reconfigured via command-line options when invoking the POET interpreter. For example, line 3 of Figure 3 parses the matrix multiplication code in Figure 2 using C syntax descriptions specified in file Cfront.code and then stores the resulting AST to a global variable named target. The output command at line 37 serves to unpars the optimized AST to standard output. The inclusion of file opt.pi at line 1 ensures that the POET opt library, which supports a large collection of compiler transformations, can be invoked by the given script. POET provides strong programming support for flexibly combining a long sequence of heavily parameterized program transformations. In Figure 3, the 11 optimizations that will be later applied to transform the input code are defined at lines 25-35 using the DELAY operator. The configurations of all transformations are extensively controlled by the command-line parameters declared at lines 4-14. Lines 26-36 then apply the 11 pre-defined transformations one after another using the APPLY operator, providing developers a clear view of all the potential optimizations that the compiler has discovered. Developers can modify optimization decisions by the compiler if necessary, e.g., by adjusting the ordering of applying different transformations at lines 26-36 or by adding additional optimizations. 2.3. The Search Engine Our search engine in Figure 1 works with the POET language interpreter to automatically explore the optimization configuration space defined in an auto-generated POET script. It orchestrates the whole tuning process by iteratively determining what parameter values to use to properly configure each optimization, invoking the POET interpreter
with the parameter values, compiling the optimized code using a vendor compiler (e.g., gcc), running the compiled code, and evaluating the empirical feedbacks to guide future search. Our search engine currently uses the search algorithm described in Section 3. However, since the optimization space is explicitly made available for external control, alternative search algorithms can be easily used to substitute.

2.4. The Overall Infrastructure

Our tuning infrastructure currently supports the following six optimizations:

- Loop parallelization via OpenMP, where blocks of iterations of an outermost loop are allocated to different threads to evaluate. The optimization is parameterized by the number of threads to run in parallel and the size of each iteration block to allocate to different threads.
- Loop blocking for cache locality, where iterations of a loop nest are partitioned into smaller blocks so that data accessed within each block can be reused in the cache. The optimization is parameterized by the blocking factor for each dimension of the loop nest.
- Array copying and strength reduction, where selected arrays accessed within a blocked loop nest are copied into a separate buffer to avoid cache conflict misses, and strength reduction is applied to reduce the cost of array address calculation. For each array, the optimization is parameterized with a three-way switch to turn on both array copying and strength reduction (switch=1), strength reduction only (switch=2), or neither (switch=0).
- Loop unroll-and-jam, where given a loop nest, selected outer loops are unrolled by a small number of iterations, and the unrolled iterations are jammed inside the innermost loop to promote register reuse. It is parameterized by the number of loop iterations unrolled (the unroll factor) for each outer loop.
- Scalar replacement combined with strength reduction, where array references are replaced with scalar variables when possible to promote register reuse. The configuration of scalar replacement is similar to array copying.
- Loop unrolling, where an innermost loop is unrolled by a number of iterations to create a larger loop body. The optimization is parameterized by the loop unrolling factor (i.e., the number of iterations unrolled).

Each POET script applies the above optimizations in the order that they are discussed above. The set of standardized parameter declarations, illustrated at lines 4-14 of Figure 3, are automatically extracted by the search engine to be used as input to the transformation-aware search algorithm to determine proper configurations for the parameters.

Compared to existing iterative compilation frameworks, our infrastructure offers better modularity, flexibility and portability, as compiler optimizations are completely opened up for programmable control by developers and tuning by independent search engines. The optimizing compiler does not need to reside on the same machine that the user application is optimized for, and an explicit parameter space can be tuned using arbitrary independent search engines.

3. The Transformation-Aware Search Algorithm

Figure 4 shows our transformation aware search algorithm (implemented using Perl), which takes as input a collection of POET tuning parameters and returns a set of desirable configurations for these parameters as the result of empirical tuning. In contrast to alternative generic search algorithms which look for the maxima/minima in a multi-dimensional generic space, our search algorithm is optimization-specific in that it has full knowledge of how each
POET parameter is used to control the optimizations and tunes their configurations in a deliberate fashion, through the following steps.

**Step 1.** The algorithm initializes each optimization parameter with a default value given by the POET script and groups all the parameters by the loop nests that they optimize. Each optimization is then tuned independently one after another in a predetermined order. Note that the order of tuning individual optimizations when exploring their configuration space is determined by the TA search algorithm and is different from the order of applying these optimizations in the POET scripts (discussed in Section 2.4). In Figure 4, the default tuning order is defined when initializing the variable *opts* at step (1) and is based on the following strategies.

- Loop parallelization determines the overall data size operated by each thread and thus needs to be tuned before all the other sequential optimizations.
- Architecture-sensitive optimizations such as loop blocking, unrolling, and unroll&jam should be tuned before more predictable optimizations such as scalar replacement (almost always beneficial) and array copying (rarely beneficial due to its high overhead).
- Optimizations with more significant impact should be tuned early. For example, loop blocking is tuned immediately after tuning parallelization as it critically determines whether data can be reused in the cache and thus impacts how other sequential optimizations should be configured.

Section 4 evaluates the effectiveness of the above strategies together with other varying heuristics.

**Steps 2-7.** These steps repetitively tune each optimization following the predetermined tuning order, where variable *cur_opt* keeps track of the current optimization being tuned, and *config_res* keeps track of the group of best optimization configurations found so far. In particular, Step 2 generates a new tuning space (*cur_tune*) by expanding each item in *config_res* with a set of new configurations to tune for *cur_opt*. Step 3 invokes the POET transformation engine with each new configuration in *cur_tune* and then collects empirical feedbacks from running the optimized code. Step 4 modifies *config_res*, the set of desirable optimization configurations, based on performance feedbacks of running each configuration in *cur_tune*. Step 5 ensures all necessary configurations in *cur_tune* are experimented. Step 6 ensures that all optimizations have been tuned. Finally, Step 7 returns *config_res* as the result. Note that both steps 5-6 can skip optimizations that are known to have a negative impact based on previous experiments.

**Summary.** Our TA search algorithm essentially tunes the configurations of a number of optimizations one after another, where optimizations that have bigger performance impact are evaluated first before trying the less significant ones. By tuning each optimization independently of others, our search algorithm allows us to easily experiment with different heuristics to tune each optimization. For example, to reduce tuning time, the default search algorithm uses the same blocking factor for all the dimensions of a loop nest when tuning cache blocking, and uses a user-specified increment (by default, the increment is 16) to select different blocking factors to try. Further, at step 4 of the algorithm, we limit the number of top configurations in *config_res* to be less than a user-specified small constant (by default, at most 10 configurations are kept in *config_res*). Since only a small constant number of best configurations can be selected after tuning each optimization, the overall tuning time is proportional to the sum of tuning each optimization independently. The algorithm is therefore fairly efficient and requires only a small number of iterations to terminate. Section 4.2 studies the effectiveness and performance tradeoffs of these heuristics.

4. **Experimental Results**

Our empirical tuning framework has essentially exposed all the optimization decisions by a compiler for external control by having the compiler producing a collection of parameterized program transformations in the POET language. While arbitrary search engines can be used to explore the optimization configuration space, generic search algorithms such as simulated annealing [9] are likely to get stuck at local minima/maxima due to unpredictable interactions between the large number of different architecture-sensitive optimizations. In contrast, conventional compiler heuristics for selecting configurations of these optimizations have been fairly effective for a large number of applications and may thrive similarly when used in empirical tuning. This section evaluates the effectiveness and performance tradeoffs of various optimization-specific heuristics when used in our transformation-aware search algorithm, described in Section 3. In particular, we aim to provide insights to the following open questions.
How effective are the various strategies used in our search algorithm and what are their performance tradeoffs. Is tuning one optimization at a time effective, and how should various optimizations be ordered.

How sensitive are the various heuristics when facing complex interactions between optimizations. What are the common groups of interacting optimizations. What alternative heuristics can be used.

Note that while an exhaustive search of the entire configuration space could extract the best performance possible using our optimizations, it is out of the question due to the astronomical amount of time required. As an alternative, we significantly increase the number of configurations tried within the sub-dimensions of an optimization to evaluate the performance impact of heuristics specific to the optimization. To model interactions among multiple optimizations, we compare the default heuristics adopted by the TA search with alternative more expensive strategies. While a promising optimization configuration could still be pruned prematurely by the more expensive strategies, the comparison illustrates the cost-effectiveness of our heuristics in terms of achieving relatively high performance without requiring overly prolonged tuning time.

4.1. Experimental Design

We evaluate our framework using three matrix computation kernels: gemm (matrix-matrix multiply), gemv (matrix-vector multiply), and ger (vector-vector multiply). We have selected these benchmarks for two reasons.

- All of them are computationally intensive, and their efficiency can be improved significantly via the collection of source-to-source optimizations (see Section 2.4) supported by our framework.
- They vary significantly in computation/data-access ratio. In particular, gemm is compute-bound as it reuses every data item a large number of times during evaluation; gemv is memory-bound as only a small fraction of data are reused; ger is severely memory-bound as no data item is reused in the computation. Consequently, these benchmarks are expected to be representative of different behaviors demonstrated by scientific codes.

We automatically generated the POET script to optimize each code using our ROSE analysis engine [7]. Each benchmark is tuned using both small (100^2) and large (1000^2) matrices as input data. Table 1 shows the optimization search space for each of the benchmark kernels. The search space and default values for the tuning parameters are determined by combining optimization-specific knowledge with architectural parameters (e.g., L1/L2/L3 cache capacity and the number of processing cores) of the underlying machine.

We tuned each benchmark on two multi-core machines: a quad-core machine running Linux with two dual-core 3 GHz AMD Opteron 2222 Processors (each with 128KB L1 and 1MB L2 cache per core), and an eight-core machine running MacOS with two quad-core 3 GHz Intel processors (each with 32KB L1 cache per core and a unified 4MB L2 cache). All benchmarks are compiled with -O2 option using gcc 4.2.4 on the AMD machine and gcc 4.0.1 on the Intel machine. We used the -O2 option instead of -O3 option to prevent gcc from applying overly aggressive loop optimizations to our already heavily optimized code. Each optimized code is first tested for correctness and then linked with its timing driver, which sets up the execution environment, repetitively invokes the optimized routine a pre-configured number of times to ensure the evaluation time is always above clock resolution, and then reports the elapsed time and the MFLOPS achieved across multiple runs of invoking the targeting routine. For this paper, all the search heuristics use the reported MFLOPS as performance feedbacks from empirical evaluation.

4.2. Evaluating Optimization-specific Heuristics

Our TA search algorithm uses three heuristics to significantly prune the tuning space: tuning individual optimizations one after another in a predetermined order, significant pruning of the cache blocking optimization space, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization parameters</th>
<th>Search space for each dimension</th>
<th>default value</th>
<th>Additional constraints if applied to the same loop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>omp-thread</td>
<td>(1,16) (1,16) (1,16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>omp-block % cache-block = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omp-block</td>
<td>(16,256) (16,256) (16,256)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>cache-block % omp-block = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cache-block</td>
<td>(1,128)^i (1,128)^i (1,128)^i</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>cache-block % unroll-jam = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unroll-jam</td>
<td>(1,16) (1,16) (1,16)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>cache-block % loop-unrolling = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop-unrolling</td>
<td>(1,32) (1,32) (1,32)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>array-copy &gt; 0 if blocking is applied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>array-copy</td>
<td>[0,1,2]^i [0,1,2]^j [0,1,2]^k</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalar-repl</td>
<td>[0,1,2]^i [0,1,2]^j [0,1,2]^k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The optimization search space of gemm, gemv and ger

\( i \in \{0,1,2\} \): every integer \( i \) s.t. \( 0 \leq i \leq n \); \( n \in \mathbb{N} \): the three integers: 0, 1, and 2.
maintaining a small constant number of top configurations after tuning each optimization. These heuristics are based on common practice (e.g., the search space for blocking is too large without significant pruning), domain-specific knowledge (e.g., parallelization should be tuned before sequential optimizations), and extensive experiments (e.g., different values are used to limit the number of top configurations before settling for the most cost-effective one).

To evaluate the effectiveness of these search heuristics, Figure 5 compares the best performance achieved via these heuristics with those achieved when using alternative more expensive search strategies. Table 2 shows the number of different optimization configurations tried when using different search strategies.

### Tuning cache blocking

By default, when multiple loops are blocked for cache locality in a loop nest, our TA search algorithm assigns the same blocking factor to all loop dimensions. Further, it increases the current blocking factor by 16 each time to find the next value to try. In Figure 5, these heuristics are implemented by the TA-default search.

As shown in Figure 5, the performance loss by these heuristics is minimal in most cases when compared with alternatively using a finer-grained blocking factor increment (TA-fineBlock) or supporting a different blocking factor for each loop dimension (TA-recBlock). Using the same blocking factor for all dimensions of a loop nest is effective because most of the loops within a single nest are symmetric, e.g., they typically access different dimensions of an array but behave similarly otherwise. The three matrix kernels we pick certainly demonstrate this property. Although we may miss more desirable configurations by dramatically reducing the number of different blocking factors to try, the possibility is low as minor differences in the cache block size are usually insignificant.

Table 2 shows that the number of optimization configurations tried by the TA search increases significantly when using the alternative more expensive strategies (TA-fineBlock and TA-recBlock) except for gemv and ger using small matrices (100^2), where cache blocking has minimal performance impact due to the lack of data reuse. Note that the wildly differing number of configurations tried by the TA search is due to the dynamic pruning of top-configurations after tuning each optimization, discussed in Section 3.

In Figure 5, the more expensive strategies for tuning cache blocking have resulted in noticeable better performance in a few cases, e.g., using TA-recBlock for gemm-large and using TA-fineBlock for gemv-small. However, the performance difference is actually not a direct result of better tuning for cache blocking. From Figure 6, which shows the best performance achieved by the alternative strategies after tuning each optimization, the performance achieved immediately after tuning cache blocking is almost identical across different strategies, and the ultimate performance
Interactions among optimizations. After tuning each optimization, our TA search selects at most 10 top configurations that are within 10% of each other in performance. While significantly reducing tuning time, this strategy sometimes fails to select a promising configuration which can result in dramatically better performance when a later optimization is tuned. These configurations can be recovered if the interacting optimizations are tuned together.

We have experimented grouping various optimizations to be tuned together and have identified three optimizations, OpenMP parallelization, cache blocking, and loop unroll-and-jam, as most likely to interact with each other. These optimizations target the multi-threading, memory, and register level performance respectively, and their configurations often need to be coordinated to be effective. Further, loop unroll-and-jam may interact with innermost loop unrolling, both of which impact register allocation. Cache blocking may occasionally interact with array copying, as shown in Figure 6 when different loop dimensions are given distinct blocking factors. Due to space constraints, Figure 5 shows only the interactions among parallelization, blocking, and unroll-and-jam.

In Figure 5, TA-Par-Block shows the result of tuning parallelization and blocking together, which dramatically enhanced the performance of gemm using small matrices. TA-Block-UJ shows the result of tuning blocking and unroll-and-jam together, which made noticeable performance improvement for gemm-large on the 8-core Intel machine. From Table 2, grouping these optimizations together does not significantly increase tuning time except for gemm using large matrices, so they are fairly cost-effective. However, grouping blocking and unroll-and-jam together can occasionally degrade performance due to interactions with loop unrolling. In particular, TA-Block-UJ has performed significantly worse than TA-default for gemm-large on the 4-core AMD because the best configurations from the combined tuning has resulted loop unrolling being turned off in the end. Note that loop unrolling was tuned in between blocking and unroll-and-jam in TA-default but moved to go after unroll-and-jam in TA-Block-UJ.
5. Related Work

The initial design of the POET language was published by Yi et al. [8]. Yi and Whaley demonstrated that by manually writing POET scripts to optimize several linear algebra kernels, they can achieve performance comparable to that achieved by manually written assembly in ATLAS [10]. Yi [7] extended a source-to-source optimizing compiler, the ROSE loop optimizer [6], to automatically produce parameterized POET scripts. Rahman, Guo, and Yi [11] used a similar auto-tuning infrastructure to tune the power consumption of applications. This paper extends the work by Yi [7] to present the empirical tuning infrastructure as a whole and to investigate the effectiveness of different search heuristics to explore the complex configuration space of the auto-generated POET scripts.

Empirical performance tuning has been used to build many successful scientific libraries, including ATLAS [12], PHiPAC [13], OSKI [14], FFTW [15], SPIRAL [16], among others, which use specialized kernel generators to parameterize and orchestrate differently optimized code. More recent research on iterative compilation has empirically modified the configurations of general-purpose compiler optimizations based on performance feedbacks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. While most of these compilers support parameterization of architecture-sensitive optimizations so that these optimizations can be reconfigured based on performance feedbacks, the parameterization is typically inside the compiler and cannot be easily controlled externally by developers or independent search engines. The work by Hall et al. [17] allows developers or search engines to provide a sequence of loop transformation Recipes to guide transformations performed by an optimizing compiler. The X language [18] uses C/C++ pragma to guide the application of a predefined collection of compiler optimizations. Instead of asking developers or search engines to guide transformations applied by a compiler, we adapt an optimizing compiler to output its optimization transformations to be perused by developers or independent search engines. The degree of parameterization in our auto-generated POET scripts is much more extensive than that supported by existing other approaches.

Previous autotuning research has adopted a wide variety of search algorithms, including both optimization-specific algorithms that are custom made for a tuning framework [12, 13, 14, 19] and generic algorithms that are oblivious of the optimizations being tuned [20, 2, 21, 22], combined with model-driven search where compiler models are used to prune the space before tuning [23, 2, 24, 25]. Seymour, You, and Dongarra [22] studied the relative efficiency of 6 different generic search algorithms in terms of their abilities to find the best performance candidates under varying time limits. We focus on studying a transformation-aware search algorithm and investigate the effectiveness of various optimization-specific heuristics when used to explore the configuration space of a large number of optimizations that interact with each other in unpredictable ways, using knowledge typically available within a compiler.

Static performance models have been used in both domain-specific tuning frameworks [19, 26] and general-purpose iterative compilation [24, 27, 3] to improve the efficiency of tuning. Chen, Chame, and Hall [24] used models within a compiler to prune the search space before using generic search algorithms to tune memory optimizations such as tiling, unroll-and-jam, array copying, and scalar replacement. Recent research has adopted predictive modeling from machine learning to statically build optimization models from a representative training set of programs [28, 29]. The learned models are then used to automatically determine optimization configurations for future applications without any additional tuning. We aim to identify important patterns of interacting optimizations to effectively prune the search space, but our focus is on identifying the performance tradeoffs of various optimization-specific heuristics.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a modular framework to support extensive parameterization and tuning of architecture-sensitive optimizations. Within our framework, optimization decisions by compilers are output as parameterized scripts in a program transformation language, POET, so that developers have full programmable control of the auto-generated scripts, and independent search engines can be used to explore the optimization configuration space. We have used our framework to apply 6 highly interactive optimizations, parallelization via OpenMP, cache blocking, array copying, unroll-and-jam, scalar replacement, and loop unrolling, and study the effectiveness of a number of commonly-adopted compiler heuristics in exploring their configuration space. Our framework can be applied to similarly optimize other regular scientific kernels such as triangular dense matrix solvers and stencil computations. To support irregular applications such as sparse-matrix computations and graph algorithms, a different set of optimizations need to be integrated within the ROSE analysis and the POET transformation engine, which belong to our future work.